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My accounting journey

• At high school in the Netherlands, I learned:

• Cost accounting

• Bookkeeping for manufacturing companies, 
including 

• Allocation of indirect costs.

• Standard cost calculations, variances.

• Preparation of Financial statements.

• Annuities, discounting, time value of money.
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• At high school in the Netherlands, I learned:

• Cost accounting

• Bookkeeping for manufacturing companies, 
including 

• Allocation of indirect costs.

• Standard cost calculations, variances.

• Preparation of Financial statements.

• Annuities, discounting, time value of money.

• Missing: anything to do with stock markets.

• I enjoyed it and went on to study Economics / 
Accounting at the University of Groningen.
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• The Netherlands Bank (Central Bank) until 2013.



My accounting journey

• After finishing my Phd (Groningen, Maastricht)

• Lancaster university (2000 – 2008)

• The Netherlands Bank (Central Bank) until 2013.

• At THW-VUW

• Research: bank accounting, climate change.

• Teaching: accounting



Some observations

• There’s a large demand for accounting knowledge.

• Examples:

• Budgeting and performance measurement 
especially at local governments 

• Classification of hybrid securities 

• Bank capital versus bank equity

• Business models and balance sheets

• Groups and conglomerates

• The language of business

• The demand for accounting knowledge has no end.
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Example: The business 
of language and 
the temptation of 
hybrid securities

See documentation of Perls X securities by the 
Commonwealth bank.

https://www.commbank.com.au/content/dam/commbank/about-us/shareholders/pdfs/2018-asx/perls-x-capital-notes-replacement-prospectus.pdf


• Many banks issue hybrid securities.
• Why:

• Regulatory requirements to protect depositors from 
low equity capital and high leverage

• Counts as equity for the bank regulator
• Counts largely as equity for credit rating agencies
• Counts as debt for the IRD: interest is tax deductible(!) 
• High reward for the investor: 90-day bank bill rate + 

3.40%. 
• Everybody happy!

https://www.commbank.com.au/about-us/investors/other-securities/distribution-history.html


The business of language

Conversion into equity



Example: Business models and balance sheets

• A small US firm (A) and a large 
Far East steel company (S) 
plan to establish a joint 
operation using an SPV.

• Situation A - Joint Venture:
• A owns 1/2 of the SPV shares
• S owns 1/2 of the SPV shares

• The SPV borrows $700 from a 
large Far East bank.

• Who is responsible for paying 
the debt?

Assets 50,000       Equity 25,030    

Stake in SPV 60                Debt 25,030    

50,060       50,060    

Small U.S.A. based Firm (A)

Assets 100             Equity 100          

Stake in SPV 60                Debt 80            

160             180          

Large Far East Bank (B)

Assets 820 Equity 120 Assets 99,300       Equity 5,000      

Debt 700 Lent to SPV 700             Debt 95,000    

100,000     100,000 

SPV

Large Far East Steel Company (S)



Example: Business models and balance sheets

• Situation B: Joint Venture, but 
unbalanced.

• Firm (A) and a large Far East 
steel company (S) now 
established a joint operation 
using an SPV, but:
• A owns 2/3 of the SPV shares
• S owns 1/3 of the SPV shares

• Firm A now should 
consolidate the SPV.

• Who is responsible for paying 
the debt?

Assets 50,000       Equity 25,020    

Stake in SPV 40                Debt 25,020    

50,040       50,040    

Small U.S.A. based Firm (A)

Assets 100             Equity 100          

Stake in SPV 80                Debt 80            

180             180          

Large Far East Bank (B)

Assets 820 Equity 120 Assets 99,300       Equity 5,000      

Debt 700 Lent to SPV 700             Debt 95,000    

100,000     100,000 

SPV

Large Far East Steel Company (S)



Example: Business models and balance sheets

• Now, in a surprise move, S 
pays back the debt in full.

• But it now wants to recover 
2/3s of the 700 from A.

• S forces Firm A into 
bankruptcy as it cannot 
possibly repay 2/3s of the 700 
claim of S.

• Result: S acquires the SPV, 
and the assets of Firm A for 
next to nothing.

Assets 49,300       Equity 25,020    

Stake in SPV 740             Debt 25,020    

50,040       50,040    

Small U.S.A. based Firm (A)

Assets 100             Equity 100          

Stake in SPV 80                Debt 80            

180             180          

Large Far East Bank (B)

Assets 820 Equity 820 Assets 99,300       Equity 5,000      

Debt -  Cash 700             Debt 95,000    

100,000     100,000 

Large Far East Steel Company (S)

SPV



Example: Management accounting, incentives

• How did Uber solve a typical management control 
problem, and what does it tell us about the 
importance of accounting?

• But before I answer that question, let’s talk about 
speaking up.



Example: Management accounting, incentives

• For decades, the Federal Aviation Administration has 
grounded pilots dealing with depression or other 
mental diagnoses, with policies so strict that the 
decision to seek psychiatric help or a prescription for 
standard antidepressant medication is enough to 
trigger a suspension of their flight eligibility. It is a 
system that has left many pilots, including Mr. 
Emerson, to struggle largely alone.

• “A lot of us aren’t as forthcoming as we otherwise 
would be,” Mr. Emerson said.

• From “Is This Hell?’ The Pilot Accused of Trying to Crash a Plane Tells His Story.”



Example: Management accounting, incentives

• We know that the best decisions are made with the 
best information available.

• But …

• Sometimes the best information is located at specialist 
staff lower down in the hierarchy.

• If important, that information should reach the C-suite.
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• An important trade-off:
• Suppose you work for a large organisation.

• What if your manager is a bossy-boot, strongly focused on 
meeting targets?
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• What if your manager is chill, not at all 
focused on meeting targets?



Example: Management accounting, incentives

• Recap:

• Too much focus on control:
• Poor decision making – employees don’t 

speak up

• Too little focus on control:
• Anarchy



Example: Management 
accounting, incentives

• Accounting to the rescue

• How do companies solve these 
problems?

• What was the problem with 
traditional taxis and tourists?

• How did Uber solve that problem?



Example: Management accounting, incentives

• Solving control problems in general

• The three legged stool:

• Matching the right person with the right job

• Measuring performance

• Rewarding performance

Rewarding 
performance

Matching 
the right 
person with 
the right job

Measuring 
performance

The 3-legged 
stool



Example: Management accounting, incentives

• Solving control problems in general

• The three legged stool:

• Matching the right person with the right job

• Measuring performance

• Rewarding performance

• Which of the legs did Uber adjust to control the typical 
taxi problem?

Rewarding 
performance

Matching 
the right 
person with 
the right job

Measuring 
performance

The 3-legged 
stool



Is there a future for accounting?

• Sustainability reporting

• The International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB) is 
an independent, private-sector body that develops and 
approves IFRS Sustainability Disclosure Standards (IFRS 
SDS). 

• The ISSB operates under the oversight of the IFRS 
Foundation. The ISSB was formed in 2021 following two 
consultations on the demand for global sustainability 
standards and what role the Foundation might play in 
the development of such standards and on proposed 
amendments to the IFRS Foundation Constitution that 
would enable the creation of a new sustainability 
standards board under the governance of the 
Foundation.





The importance of sustainability reporting

• See notredamebusiness:

• YouTube

• Jacob Soll – YouTube

• 1’46 – 8’46

• Cyclone Gabrielle

• Impairments

• Depreciation

• Accountability of funds

https://www.youtube.com/@notredamebusiness/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eil6ISNBZZM

